
From Monika's

Desk

Have  you  ever  thought  about  the  message  your  clothes

are  conveying  and  the  stories  you ’re  tell ing  with  your

current  style?

There ’s  so  much  available  to  us  now  with  endless

choices  and  influences  that  i t  can  sometimes  be

challenging  to  know  what  to  wear.  And  with  all  of  the

external  input,  i t ’s  easy  to  lose  sight  of  the  fact  that  our

personal  unique  style  should  be  a  reflection  of  our

identity,  not  the  style  that  others  dictate  for  us.  Are  you

ready  to  be  seen?   
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STYLE WITH CONFIDENCE

Tell me if this sounds familiar 

 

Each morning you struggle with your closet, having daily battles on what to wear!

You mentally try to put outfits together in your head that will give you some joy at the same time flattering your

body with some personality without looking like you have tried too hard. 

You try on all the different options, which ends up leaving you exhausted and frustrated and you end up retiring

to what you always wear.  

 

dressing like the woman you envision to be

not letting your weight define your style, instead

being confident to dress your body

no more mornings with nothing to wear but

being able to build multitude of outfits.

knowing what you wear, you rock! No more self

doubt creeping in. 

being able to shop mindfully and having a

wardrobe of clothes you absolutely love and

wear.

being confident with your outfit choices.
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JUST IMAGINE HOW IT WOULD
FEEL:

AT THE MOMENT....

you wear the same clothes on rotation. You have

got a few looks sussed out and you stick with

them.

you are waiting to loose those extra pounds.

Therefore, at the moment you compromise your

style with wearing clothes that don't make you feel

particularly wow. 

you don't wear anything out of your comfort zone,

even if you like a particular style because you are

self conscious of what people might think. You

don't want people to think you are trying too hard.

you feel stuck with your style and don't even

know where to begin.

you hate shopping - because you can't find what

you want or nothing fits. 

Let me tell you, you can have the style you want.

You can feel like this every morning.



If you have spent hours and hours watching YouTube videos, reading

blogs, following influencer styles but have got no where.

 are finally ready to have the style that truly reflects who you are.

you want to feel confident in your outfit choices and get honest opinion

on anything outside your comfort zone.

want to show up being the best version of yourself.

You want to learn how to dress no matter what your shape and size or

budget.

be confident with your outer appearance, no more doubting yourself.

you want to learn how to put many outfit choices with effortless ease and

have fun again.

C L I C K  H E R E
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TH I S  I S  A  6  WEE K

P ROG R AM .  TH I S  P ROG R AM

I S  D E S I G N E D  F O R  Y OU

So how much does it cost?

 

This program will take you step by step in finding your true personal style, dressing for your body, building

a wardrobe that is authentic and one that fits your goals and lifestyle. It's also a program built to give you

the tools to look your best everyday investing in the right pieces and using your time wisely. This program

stops you from making expensive mistakes and wasting valuable time.

 

Pay in 2

instalments:

$265

 

PAY IN FULL:

$495

 



WWW.SIGNATURE -FIVE.COM

Monika

MONIKA@SIGNATURE -FIVE.COM

Growing up in London, one of the world’s style capitals, I always knew I loved fashion. After graduating from

the London College of Fashion my first job was at Dior’s Head Office, which was an incredible experience

and gave me valuable insight into the world of luxury fashion.

From Dior, I landed a buying role at House of Fraser, which eventually led me to work at the world’s most

famous store, Harrods.

 

After Harrods, I moved on to Burberry where I was Merchandise Manager for Womenswear. My role

involved working closely with the design team to curate collections that balanced the brand’s high-end

fashion style and commercial wearability for our customers. My experience gave me a great sense of how

to build a capsule wardrobe each season.

 

Over my ten-years’ experience in retail, I noticed my own style had evolved. Who I was when I first started in

fashion was so different to the person I was at Burberry. Little did I know my life and personal style would

change even more after meeting my husband, moving to Zurich and having my son.

After speaking to friends and other mothers, I realised I could help by putting the principles I learnt into

action choosing well and dressing with style – and Signature Five was born.

 

About Monika




